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Influence of the earthquake cycle and lithospheric
rheology on the dynamics of the Eastern California
shear

zone

R. Malservisi and K. P. Furlong
GeodynamicsResearchGroup, Penn State University, PA

T. H. Dixon
RSMAS, University of Miami, FL

Abstract.

The Eastern

California

Shear Zone is bounded

by the high heat flow regionof the Basin and Range province
and the low heat flow region of the Sierra Nevada block.
This differencein thermal state influencesthe rheology of
the lower crust/upper mantle, resultingin a viscositycontrast between the two regions. We analyze the effect of such
a contrast on the kinematics and dynamics of the shear zone
with numericalmodels. This viscositycontrast drives asymmetric strain accumulation in the upper crust, producing
an asymmetric surface velocity field. An additional consequenceof this strain pattern is the potential for asymmetric
co-seismicdisplacement during an earthquake.

crust/upper mantle will be associatedwith the cold Sierra
Nevada side,with correspondinglowerviscosityon the Basin
and Range side.

The

model

From surface deformation data alone, it is not possible to constrain uniquely the rheology at depth. To model
the asymmetricvelocity field acrossthe ECSZ, Dixon et al.

[2000]usedfaults in differentstagesof their earthquakecycle, but assumed essentially symmetric lower crustal rheol-

ogy(Maxwellviscosity
1020Pa s). However,
the heatflow

data provide an important additional constraint, and imply
an asymmetric viscosity distribution. To analyze the deformation field produced by shear strain in association with a
Models of surface deformation associatedwith faulting
viscosity contrast in the lower crust-upper mantle on either
typically assumeeither a simple elastic half spacerheology,
side of the ECSZ, we use the finite element model TECTON
or a layered rheology,with an elastic layer overlying one or

Introduction

more viscous or viscoelastic layers. Most such models as-

sume symmetric rheologyfor strike slip faults, i.e., the crust
and upper mantle on either side of the fault are the same.

Here we evaluate a region where this assumptionmay not
be valid, using data from the Eastern California shear zone

[Meloshand Raefsky,1980].We treat the lithosphereas an
elasticlayer(seismogenic
uppercrust)overlyinga viscoelas-

tic lower crust and lithospheric mantle. The model domain

is 500 km wide (x direction,-,•E-W), 150 km long (y direction, -oN-S)and 70 km thick (z direction).The elasticlayer

is 15 km thick and overliesa 55 km thick viscoelasticlayer
(ECSZ), part of the Pacific-NorthAmericaplate boundary.
with Maxwell (linear) rheology.The far field boundaryconThe ECSZ accommodates
a significantamount (,020%) of
ditionsare a relativevelocityof 12 mm/yr (consistentwith
the relative motion between the Pacific and North AmerGPS observations)applied along the sidesof the model in
ica plates in California [Dokka and Travis, 1990; $auber
et al., 1994; Savage et al., 1990; Dixon et al., 1995, 2000;

a direction parallel to the fault. The top and the bottom

surfacesof the model(z=0 and z=70 km) havean imposed

Gan et al, 2000; Miller et al., 2001]. The 1872 OwensValboundary condition of no vertical displacement. Slippery
ley earthquake(estimatedmagnitude,08; [Beanlandand
nodes[Meloshand Williams,1989]are usedto simulatea
Clark,1995]),is alsoconsistentwith the ideathat significant
plate motion is accommodated by the ECSZ. The ECSZ is
bounded by the Basin and Range province to the east and

the Sierra Nevada/Great Valley block to the west. Heat
flow measurements
[Blackwellet al., 1998]indicatea relatively sharp transition across the ECSZ with low heat flow
on the western side and high heat flow on the eastern side

fault oriented along the y direction in the elastic layer. The
fault passes through the center of the model and can be
locked to different depths. Although the Eastern California

shearzonecomprises
a complexnetworkof faults [Reheis
and Sawyer,1997],the resolutionof our meshdoesnot allow

us to study the effectsof fault interactions,thus we aproximate this complex fault system as a single master fault.
(Figure 1). Dixon et al. [2000]showedthat this transition
We considertwo modelrheologies.In the first, there is no
coincideswith a strong gradient in surfacedeformation. The
contrast in the viscosityof the viscoelasticlayer acrossthe
implied variation in lithosphere thermal structure influences
ECSZ (the viscosityof both the Sierra Nevada and Basin
the rheologyof the lithosphereand producesa viscosityconand Rangeregionsis setto 10•9 Pa s). In the second,
the
trast acrossthe shear zone at depth. A high viscositylower
viscoelasticlayer is divided into two regionswith different
viscosities.The boundary separatingthe two regionspasses
through the centerof the model along the plane definedby
Copyright
2001by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.
the fault. The east sidesimulatesthe Basin and Range with

a low viscosity
(10•9 Pa s) whilethe westsiderepresents
the Sierrablockwith a higherviscosity
(102•Pa s). These
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behavior we locked the nodes on the fault

differentialslip of 6m on the fault during one time step (1
yr). Figure 2a showsthe fault-parallel velocity field for the

homogenous
model(alonga transectperpendicular
to the

40

state after •400 yr. Figure 2b shows the history of displacement with respect to the initial position of 7 points
at the surface on a transect passing through the center of

20

the studiedblock. The increasingdivergence
of the line•

10

graphing the displacement of the surface points indicates
internal deformation proportional to the elastic shear strain
accumulated by the elastic layer. The contrast of viscosity
in the viscoelastic layer introduces asymmetry in the system, and the post-seismictransient is no longer symmetric

0

• Dixon
etat.,2000

seismic transient

plane to a depth of 5 km for 1000 yr and then imposed a

fault) at a set of times after the simulatedearthquake. As
expected, the post-seismictransient showsa symmetric pattern decaying with the time and essentiallyreaching steady
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overa 100kmlongrupture [Beanlandand Clark, 1995](star
in Figure 1). To simulatethis event and to study the post-
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A Ganetat.,2000

Figure
1.
Fault-parallel velocity and average heat flow
(http://www.smu.edu/•geothermal) along an ECSZ transect
acrossOwens Valley (dark line). GPS data from Dixon et al.
[2000] (dark triangles) and Gan et al. [1999] (light triangles).
Data are projected from up to 50 km away onto the profile. Data
uncertainties are slightly larger than symbols. OVF and FLF are
Owens Valley and Fish Lake Valley fault zones. Star indicates
epicenter of the 1872 Owens Valley earthquake.

(Figure 3a). On the Sierra Nevada side, the perturbation
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viscosities are compatible with the Lachenbruch and $ass

[1978]thermalprofilesand dislocationcreepof olivine[Rutter and Brodie,1988]. The effectof the 1872 OwensValley
earthquake is simulated by an applied displacement on the

two sidesof the lockedfault (split node method, [Melosh
and Raefsky,1981])duringone time step in the model. In
this way, we can produce and monitor post-seismic strain
transients

consistent

with

the macro-scale

behavior

of the
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Steady state behavior
Steady state deformation models are used to explore the
effects of the viscosity structure on the background deformation behavior. We analyze the two end member behaviors

left .,ride½•fh• f;,ul'.r

)

of locked/freecreepingfaults. The shear strain resulting
from the model with no viscosity contrast acrossthe ECSZ

(homogeneous
model) is symmetricwith respectto the fault
plane. The shearstrain is diffusein the caseof a lockedfault
and more concentrated below the creeping area for a freely

creepingfault, consistentwith previousanalysis(e.g., Verdonckand Furlong,[1992]). This strain pattern producesa
symmetricsurfacevelocityfield (Figure 2). When we introducea contrastof viscosityin the viscouslayer (the contrast
model), a significantdifferencein strain and velocityis seen.
In both cases(freefault and lockedfault), the shearstrain is
concentrated in the "weak" material representing the Basin
and Range. Coupling of the viscoelasticlayer to the elastic
layer will lead to an asymmetric deformation at the surface:
the largest gradient in the surface velocity field is shifted to
the Basin and Range side as compared to the non-contrast

model (Figure 3).

Post-earthquake

transient

The 1872 strike-slip Owens Valley earthquake (with an
estimatedmagnitude•8) had an averagesurfaceslip of 6m

-9 , ig,bt sicre =f th,• f;;u•'t
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Figure

2. A: predicted fault-parallel velocity field without a

viscosity contrast. Curves show different times after the 1872
earthquake. "Steady state" correspondsto the velocity field immediately before the event. B: history of surface displacement

with respectto the initial positionsof the 7 points at the surface
of the model as indicated in figure 2a (Inset). Time 0 corresponds
to time of simulated earthquake. Label.s.on curvesshow distance
from fault. 250 km curves represent motion of points on model
boundary and have imposedvelocity of (6 mm/yr).
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our case around 280 yr after the event). Figure 4 shows

14

our model results compared with the fault-parallel velocity
field measured with GPS. Curves are plotted at three differ-
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ent time stepsfor the contrast(Figure 4a) and homogenous
models(Figure 4b). The contrastmodel resultsappear to
mimic the pattern of the observedvelocities quite well. The
velocity field is almost fiat for the western side; there is a
steep gradient closeto the fault with a transition to a gentler
slope moving to the east. Although both models can satisfy
the geodetic observations within the uncertainties, the homogenousmodel is inconsistent with the heat flow data.
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During the pre-earthquake period of strain accumulation
in the contrast model, there is a pattern of asymmetric defor-

mation (Figure 3b): the western"strong"side is behaving
almost as a rigid block with small deformation; the eastern "weak" side accommodatesthe majority of deformation.

b

The concentration

of the deformation

in the "weak"

side of

the model is compatible with the observation of a higher
slip rate observed in the faults east of the Owens Valley

fault [Reheisand Dixon, 1996]sincethesefaultscanbe seen
as the

surface

manifestation

of shear

in the

weaker

lower

crust/upper-mantle.This differencein internal deformation
of the two sides implies a difference in shear strain accumulation and thus a difference in the storage of elastic energy.
Such a difference

in strain

accumulation

on either

side of the
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Figure 3. Model resultsfor viscositycontrastin the vicoelastic
layer. The figure uses the same notation as figure 2. A: faultparallel velocity field at different time steps. B: history of displacement with respect to initial position of 7 points at the surface of the model indicated on the inset. Note asymmetric surface
deformation field at steady state.
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of the fault-parallel velocity field with respect of the steady
state is much smaller than the perturbation on the "weak"
Basin and Range side. As expected, the smaller deformation on the "strong" Sierra side leads to a faster recovery
to the steady state, with a longer transient in the "weak"
region. Incidentally, this asymmetric post-earthquake transient indicates that in regions with complex theologies or
geometries, attempts to correct the observed GPS data to
remove the earthquake effects must be done prudently. The
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displacementhistory (with respectof the original position)
of 7 points at the surface(Figure 3b) differsfrom the nocontrast model. During the period prior to the earthquake,
points on the western side of the fault move almost parallel

to eachother (i.e. the Sierrablockbehavesalmostas a rigid
block with little internal deformation). However,the displacements
of pointson the easternside(Basinand Range)

-2
-4
-6
-8

OVF'

FLF

significantly diverge from the western points. This indicates
-10
that the deformation is dominantly on the "weak" side. InDixon
etal.,2000
A Ganetal.,2000
terestingly, becauseof different rates of viscousrelaxation in
the different parts of the model during the post-earthquake Figure 4. Model predictionswithout (a) and with (b) viscosity
period, there is a time when the results for the homogeneous contrast at 3 different time steps. Data and faults shown as in

and the contrastmodelsare practicallyindistinguishable
(in

Figure 1.
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fault should be reflected in significant asymmetries in the Melosh, H. J., and A. Raefsky, The dynamical origin of subduction zone topography, Geophys. J. R. Astron. Soc., 60, 333co-seismic "rebound" on either side of the fault during an
354, 1980.
earthquake. Although we have not specificallyanalyzed the
Melosh, H. J., and A. Raefsky, A simple and efficient method
consequences
of suchan "asymmetric"earthquake,it seems
for introducing faults into finite element computations, Bull.
that effectsmight be observablein the pattern of strain enSeismol.Soc. Am., 71(5), 1391-1400,1981.

ergy release,ground shakingand/or the seismicradiation Melosh, H. J., and C. A. Williams,'Jr., Mechanicsof graben formation in crustal rocks: a finite element analysis, J. Geophys.
pattern. Such asymmetricslip on a strike slip earthquake
has been observedelsewhere,although it has been explaned
with asymetries in the elastic layer. The November 1997
Manyi, Tibet, earthquakeruptured on an E-W striking fault
and shows an asymmetric displacement pattern across the

Res., 94, 13961-13973, 1989.
Miller, M. M., D.J. Johnson, T.H. Dixon, R.K. Dokka, Refined

fault [Peltzeret al., 1999]. Asymmetricbehaviordue to a

ticity of the crust from the Mw 7.6 Manyi (Tibet) Earthquake,

contrast in elastic properties has been previously analyzed

Science, 286, 272-276, 1999.
Reheis, M.C., Dixon, T.H., Kinematics of the Eastern California
shear zone; evidence for slip transfer from Owens and Saline
Valley fault zones to Fish Lake Valley fault zone, Geology,

by $ato [1974],Rybicki[1978],and MahrerandNur [1979].
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